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Abstract

Recent research has demonstrated that
vector space models of semantics can re-
flect undesirable biases in human culture.
Our investigation of crosslinguistic word
embeddings reveals that topical gender
bias interacts with, and is surpassed in
magnitude by, the effect of grammatical
gender associations, and both may be at-
tenuated by corpus lemmatization. This
finding has implications for downstream
applications such as machine translation.

1 Introduction

Gender bias has been demonstrated for English
using the widely available Google News embed-
ding (Bolukbasi et al., 2016). For example, a
stereotypical view of gender in which career-topic
words such as “business” and “executive” are
more closely associated with men than women
(shown in human subjects by the Implicit Associ-
ation Test; Nosek et al., 2002) manifests in vector
space as systematically shorter cosine distances
between embeddings for career words and embed-
dings for male-associated words (relative to em-
beddings for female-associated words; Caliskan-
Islam et al., 2016). Typologically, English is con-
sidered a natural gender language (Stahlberg et al.,
2007): the male-female distinction is expressed
only on personal pronouns (e.g. he-she), and lexi-
cally referenced by a relatively small set of nouns
(e.g. husband-wife, actor-actress). In contrast,
languages with grammatical gender encode the
masculine-feminine distinction as a grammatical
feature. Personal nouns typically express a gram-
matical gender that aligns with the (perceived) sex
of the referent (e.g. German: der Student the male
student, die Studentin the female student), and de-
pendent articles and adjectives must agree in gen-

der with the noun (e.g. Spanish: el niño pequeño
the small boy, la niña pequeña the small girl).
Grammatical gender is marked on common nouns
as well, extending the masculine-feminine distinc-
tion to inanimate referents without any apparent
semantic basis for category membership. This rel-
ative arbitrariness is evident in crosslinguistic dis-
crepancies; for example, in Spanish the sun is mas-
culine (el sol) and the moon is feminine (la luna),
but German has the reverse (die Sonne, der Mond).

There is a long history of debate on potential so-
cial and psychological effects of grammatical gen-
der (Stahlberg et al., 2007). Recently, Borodit-
sky has presented evidence for cognitive associ-
ations between grammatical gender (masculine-
feminine) and natural gender (male-female) in ob-
ject representation for German and Spanish speak-
ers (Boroditsky et al., 2003; Phillips and Borodit-
sky, 2003; but see Mickan et al., 2014). One
oft-cited potential cause is the high frequency
of grammatical gender expression: “[t]he sheer
weight of repetition (of needing to refer to objects
as masculine or feminine) may leave its seman-
tic traces” (Phillips and Boroditsky, 2003, 929).
As word embeddings are learned on the basis of
distributional characteristics, the “sheer weight of
repetition” of grammatical gender marking might
profoundly affect the resulting representations.

Our research explores the following questions:

• Do word embeddings in languages with
grammatical gender show the same topi-
cal semantic biases (e.g. career:male, fam-
ily:female) as for English?

• Do word embeddings in languages with
grammatical gender show additional associa-
tive biases to natural gender (e.g. masculine
objects:male, feminine objects:female)?

• Can training corpus lemmatization (i.e. gen-
der removal) mitigate these observed biases?
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a) Topical semantic gender bias
male:career, female:family

Default word set: career & family (Nosek et al., 2002)

b) Grammatical gender association with natural gender
male:masculine, female:feminine

Default word set: objects (Phillips & Boroditsky, 2003)
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Higher value means greater disparity of association distributions,
i.e. systematically shorter semantic distances within paired word sets (e.g. male:masculine) vs. across pairings

Relative strength of embedding associations

Figure 1: Results of the Word Embedding Association Test.
Left panel (1a) shows topical semantic bias, right (1b) shows grammatical gender associations.

2 Method

A parallel corpus was prepared1 using
documents from the OpenSubtitles corpus
(Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) with translations
in German,2 Spanish,3 Dutch,4 and English,5

resulting in a corpus of 5,700 documents per
language, with total word counts ranging from
approximately 2.6 million (Dutch) to approx-
imately 2.9 million (English). A lemmatized
corpus was then derived by processing all files
using TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994), with additional
measures to ensure removal of gender expression
(e.g. gendered pronouns in Dutch and English
were lemmatized to the common form “he”). For
each language and each corpus version (unpro-
cessed and lemmatized), 10 word embeddings
were trained using the gensim implementation of
the CBOW word2vec model (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010; Mikolov et al., 2013).

All effects were evaluated using the Word Em-
bedding Association Test methodology developed

1Resources for preparation and analysis:
github.com/kmccurdy/w2v-gender

2Three categories: masculine, feminine, and neuter.
3Two categories: masculine and feminine.
4Two grammatical gender categories: common and

neuter. As these do not correspond to masculine and femi-
nine, Dutch is considered a natural gender language for our
purposes (c.f. Stahlberg et al., 2007).

5Natural gender.

by Caliskan-Islam et al. (2016). For a given tar-
get word (e.g. “office”) and two sets of attribute
words (e.g. “male, boy, father...” v.s. “female, girl,
mother...”), the relative strength of association be-
tween the two attributes is determined by calcu-
lating the average cosine distance between target
word and first attribute set (e.g. “office”:“male,
boy...”) and subtracting the average cosine dis-
tance between the target and the second attribute
set (e.g. “office”:“female, girl...”). The WEAT
test statistic is then calculated by subtracting the
summed differences for each set of target words;
the resulting measurement captures “the differen-
tial association of the two sets of target words with
the attribute” (Caliskan-Islam et al., 2016, 9). A
p-value for each comparison was approximated
using Caliskan-Islam et al.’s (2016) permutation
test. For each reported result, the mean test statis-
tic (m.t.s.), mean effect size (m.e.s.), and mean p-
value (m.p.v.) indicate values averaged over the 10
embeddings for that language and corpus version.

Topical semantic bias was evaluated using
the male:career-female:family stimuli from the
Implicit Association Test (Nosek et al., 2002).
Grammatical gender bias was evaluated along
the male:masculine-female:feminine dimension,
where the male-female attribute word sets were
the same as used in the IAT, and common ob-
ject nouns with opposite gender in German and

https://github.com/kmccurdy/w2v-gender


Figure 2: Query to the translation service Yandex.

Spanish (e.g. moon-sun; Phillips and Boroditsky,
2003) comprised the masculine-feminine target
word sets. Additionally, we developed a balanced
set of target stimuli for German and Spanish for
more fine-grained comparison: a set of 5 mascu-
line and 5 feminine nouns each within the topics
“career” and “family,” yielding a 2x2x2 contrast.

3 Results

Topical semantic gender bias appears reliably in
natural gender languages (Fig. 1a). While all lan-
guages show a positive differential association for
male:career-female:family stimuli, the Word Em-
bedding Association Test demonstrates reliable ef-
fects only for the natural gender languages English
(EN mean test statistic 0.61, mean effect size 1.6,
mean p-value <0.01) and Dutch (NL m.t.s. 0.18,
m.e.s. 1.0, m.p.v. 0.03); the difference is not sig-
nificant for German (DE m.t.s. 1.53, m.e.s. 0.85,
m.p.v. 0.08) or Spanish (ES m.t.s. 0.13, m.e.s.
01.0, m.p.v. >0.3).

Topical semantic gender bias interacts with
grammatical gender bias (Fig. 1a). For Spanish
and German, the career-family differential van-
ishes when comparing only masculine nouns (DE
m.t.s. -0.03, ES m.t.s. 0.01); however, both show
a much higher effect within feminine-gendered
words (ES m.t.s. 0.19, DE m.t.s. 0.80, m.e.s. 1.1,
m.p.v. 0.04).

Grammatical gender effects are much larger
than topical semantic effects (Fig. 1b). Whether
looking at objects, career-topic, or family-topic
words, the male:masculine-female:feminine asso-
ciation is higher in magnitude than all other com-
parisons (DE m.t.s. 2.62, m.e.s. 1.9, m.p.v. <0.01,
ES m.t.s. 2.38, m.e.s. 1.9, m.p.v. <0.001), includ-
ing each language’s respective career-family bias.

Lemmatization mitigates grammatical gender
effects (Fig. 1b) and reduces some topical bias
(Fig. 1a). All models from lemmatized corpora

show masculine-feminine associations of less than
.2, and the career-family bias is reduced for En-
glish and German.

4 Conclusions

Our key finding is that grammatical gender can
yield large artefacts in word embeddings; with-
out correction (e.g. lemmatization), downstream
semantic applications may see distorted results.
These effects are likely subtle and hard to isolate
from the myriad factors influencing most natural
language applications, but may still produce ob-
servable effects. For example, a recent query on
the popular translation site Yandex revealed differ-
ences in translating the word table from English to
German (Fig. 2). For the English sentence “the
table is hard,” table is translated as expected to
der Tisch (masculine, corresponding to the sense
“table-object”); however, for the sentence “the ta-
ble is soft,” table is rendered as the less frequent
word die Tabelle (feminine, corresponding to the
sense “table of figures”), yielding an erroneous
translation. The underlying cause in this case is
far from certain, but this is the type of discrepancy
which could reflect the distorting effects of gram-
matical gender in a vector space semantic model;
one can imagine other possible outcomes in do-
mains such as search or question answering.

The research presented here demonstrates that
grammatical gender expressed on common nouns
can yield large effects in word embedding mod-
els. The observation that lemmatization miti-
gates these effects suggests that these artefacts
reflect not valid semantic information, but mere
distributional properties of function words in the
training corpora, and are therefore likely undesir-
able to practitioners working with such models.
One promising direction for future research would
be going beyond lemmatization to explore other,
more efficient approaches in addressing this issue.
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